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Join our team – Project Surveyors & Project Managers  
 
HMK is seeking to appoint full time, permanent project surveyors and project managers to join our fast-growing 
company and to become part of a team who are best in their field.  We have opportunities for both project 
surveyors and project managers at graduate, intermediate and senior levels. 
 
HMK is a well-established QS practice in Northern Ireland and has recently expanded to the Republic of Ireland 
with an office in central Dublin. Over the last decade, HMK has developed a very strong focus on project 
management and offers a combined PM / QS service on most of our major projects. Successful candidates will 
bring to bear their exceptional capabilities on an array of interesting projects including flagship hospitality 
schemes, class-leading education projects, and city centre residential and leisure projects, and will have an 
interest in developing their quantity surveying / project management skills simultaneously.  
 
Successful candidates will be immediately comfortable in settling into an existing, cohesive team and fulfilling a 
role that will primarily involve supporting or leading the well-established quantity surveying and project 
management teams on both pre and post contract duties. HMK operates a hybrid working arrangement. 
 
Successful candidates will benefit from a highly competitive remuneration package which includes Private 
Medical and an Employee Cash Plan to support work/life balance. They will also benefit from the strong 
continuous professional development approach at HMK; underpinned by a bespoke professional development 
plan and, where relevant, an RICS APC training programme, and with both capital and senior resource made 
available as required to support development needs. 
 
The role offers an opportunity to learn and develop with the business as it continues to expand, with projects 
across all sectors and serviced from both our Belfast and Dublin offices. If you are interested in furthering your 
career within a supportive and driven team, please forward your CV to rachael.mcdonagh@hmkni.com.  
 
Alternatively, if you would like to discuss a specific role or opportunity, please call either of the Partners for a 
more detailed discussion:  
 
Ciara Maitland on 07523805375 or Andrew Maxwell on 07912117924 
 
All applications and enquiries will be treated confidentially.  
 
At HMK we value diversity, and we are proud to be an equal opportunity employer. We are committed to 
promoting and protecting the physical and mental health and well-being of all our people. If you need assistance 
or reasonable adjustments due to a disability, please provide details along with your CV. 
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